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Take a page from this guy's book:

Minimize your spending by maximizing
your DIY projects.
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While we joke around and assume men are
clueless when it comes to the world of fashion,
realistically, we could take a lesson from their
fashion tactics. Commonly, men and women
have contrasting ways they go about shopping
and dressing themselves, and it seems that
conventionally masculine style practices may
prove to save cash and sanity. Test-drive them
sometime, and you may find yourself becoming a
more de-stressed, savvy shopper and stylist. 

James Bond behavior 
Stanford University researcher S. Christian
Wheeler studied how the opposite sex responds
differently to shopping. He found that 75 percent
of women browsed until  they had seen most of the things in the store compared to only 33
percent of men. Wheeler found that women are "possibility driven," more likely to go
shopping when they don't have any particular item that they want. Men on the other hand, are
considered "purpose driven," more likely to go shopping only when they need a single item,
and leave the store right after finding the item. Often, women enjoy entering the world of the
mall, gliding up escalators, viewing the store's decorations and soaking up that "mall smell,"
while men tend to dart in as if they're in their own sequel of "Mission Impossible," on the hunt
for their prey. 

Perhaps, if we attempted this masculine style of shopping - getting in, getting what we came
for and getting out - we would steer clear of those long lines and the large credit card bills
that unfortunately follow. 

Seven-job Seacrest
Although he didn't become famous for his style or fashion, over the years Ryan Seacrest has
worked his way onto almost every red carpet. It's almost hard to imagine a Hollywood
celebrity not interviewed by Seacrest. I can't help but wonder how this man has the time to
put together such a perfect wardrobe while producing more than four television shows, not to
mention his radio broadcasts. Well, have you ever noticed when you're preparing for a jam-
packed day, you're more apt to put a little extra effort into looking stylish? "Nobody would
waste an outfit on just an 8 a.m. class, but when you have a long day ahead of you, you
obviously want to look good. While working and taking classes I am constantly on the run, so
staying warm and looking professional is crucial. By wearing layers I feel that I can almost
wear multiple outfits throughout the day," Marist junior Sam Young said. Not only do you feel
as if you're making good use of your new sweater dress, you're putting your best foot forward
for the next 12 hours. And who knows, at the end of the day you may be ready to take on a
crowd like Mr. Seacrest. 

Home Depot dad
Have you ever looked at an embellished earring or necklace stand, a cool painted chair or
mirror, and thought to yourself, "I could have made that!" When I was younger I remember
my dad using his tool box for many projects around the house. One project that stands out to
me was the work he did on my Barbie house. I loved everything he redesigned from the pink
siding to the blue shutters. 

There's something so rewarding about fixing or creating something yourself while saving
money doing so. You rarely hear a girl  say that her dad influences the way she shops, but
surprisingly, mine does! Today, when I look at something I want to buy, I consider the quality
of the craftsmanship, and whether or not I could have made it. 

"Women don't have to follow the everyday trends and pressure to go to the mall; we can
create a look or items ourselves within our own reach," Marist junior Julie Ondrako said. My
suitemate last year, Kaitlyn Northrop, had a beautiful headband holder that she created
herself. Kaitlyn used ribbons to make loops to hold the headbands. By sewing the two pieces
of ribbon one lying flat, and the other on top of it, you create loops to put the headband on.
Not only did Kaitlyn save the money, but she used ribbon to match her room and designed a
headband holder large enough for her collection of headbands. For those who don't have the
patience to be so crafty, using simple $3 Command Hooks from Home Depot to hold your
necklaces is a great way to display and organize your jewelry, and prevent it from getting
tangled. 

Ladies, you've mastered the art of rocking boyfriend blazers and jeans; this year, push things
a little further, and try taking a walk in his shoes!
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